BORZOI CLUB OF AMERICA
YEAR NATIONAL SPECIALTY

April 3-7, 1996
Sacramento, CA

JUDGES
All Regular & Non-Regular Classes: Gwen Post
Sweepstakes: Katie Averill
Futurity: Fred Edlin
Obedience: Margaret Downing
Junior Showmanship: Royana Palmer

Best Borzoi In Show
CH. RANCHO GABRIEL MAGIC VIXEN, CDX, JC
HD906169. 10-31-90 Breeders Phydelma and Lyle Gillette
By Ch Zcerlov’ s Just A Buck - Rancho Gabriel Magic
Owner: Christa Cordtz (Bitch)

Best Of Opposite Sex To Best Borzoi In Show
CH. CHATAQUA’S DESERT PHOENIX OF HYROV
HM42794/08. 8-26-92. Breeders Amy L Sorbie, Sara Whittington and Wanda Sanders
By Ch Kyrov’s Crescendo - Ch Chataqua’s Tasha Mahalli
Owners: Amy L. Sorbie, Sara Whittington and Wayne Rowe (Dog)

Award of Merit / Best of Winners / Winners Dog / 1st 12-18 Months Dog
KENAI’S IN THE CIRCLE OF LIFE
HM563430/09. 2-16-95. Breeders: Michelle Luckey-Roiston and Mary Childs
By Ch Wind ’ n Satin Black Legacy, CD, SC - Ch Kenai Santa Ana Winds
Owners: John and Michelle Luckey-Roiston
Award of Merit

CH. AMBERWINDS FIRE IN THE DARK, JC
HM5396285. 3-4-93. Breeders: Owner, and Sandra Holley
By Ch. Zephyr’s Reach Magic Mirth - Ch. Shady Luck’s Cascade Blues
Owner: Susan Mallonee (Dog)

Award of Merit

CH. BRODNY’S IRONWOOD
HD781112. 9-1-89. Breeders: Frederick R and Carol F Vogel
By Ch. Majenkir Gypsum - Ch. Camiran’s Miss Elizabeth
Owners: Breeders and J. Heard (Dog)

Award of Merit

CH. SWANMANOR D’ PERRIER JOUET, JC
HM37706102. 6-28-91. Breeders: Owner and D Hirsch, Stoning Kyl, Reg
By Ch. Rising Star Dimitri of Sunbarr - CH Swanmanor’s Bella Balladaire, SC
Owner: Victoria “Torrea” Leborn (Bitch)

Award of Merit

CH. NONSUCH VEDMA OF CHRYSALIS
HD895084. 5-23-90. Breeders: Karen and Kalen Dumke
By Ch. Majestik Gypsy - Ch. Camiran’s Miss Elizabeth
Owners: Breeders and J. Heard (Dog)

Award of Merit

CH. NONSUCH VEDMA OF CHRYSALIS
HD955084. 5-23-90. Breeders: Karen and Kalen Dumke
By Ch. Majestik Gypsy - Ch. Camiran’s Miss Elizabeth
Owners: Pam and Bill Leichtnam (Bitch)
Award of Merit
CH. RISING STAR MARIZA FORVR AMBER
HM0613727. 4-24-90. Breeder: Owner, M. Fisher and P. Toy
By Ch. Rising Star Durak of Sunbarr - Ch. Mariza Vega
Owner: Nadine Johnson (Bitch)

Award of Merit
CH. MAJENKIR RIMA GALUSHKA, JC
HM439717. 7-5-93. Breeder: Owner
By Ch. Majenkir Tsuperlative - Majenkir Bellefleur
Owner: Karen Staudt-Cartabona (Bitch)

Award of Merit
CH. SEABURY'S LAURALEI
HM439717. 9-10-92. Breeder: Dr. James D. Sillers
By Ch. Seabury's Christmas - Stillwater Natasha At Seabury
Owner: Jay Ito (Bitch)

Award of Merit / 1st Veteran Dog 7 years and under 10
CH. BUCKSILVR MINSTRL OF THE DAWN
HM0613727. 3-8-87. Breeders Virginia P and Kenneth E. Graff
By Ch. Majenkir Jantar Trumpeter - Ch. Bucksilvers Gypsy Wind, CD
Owner: Nancy Thurston
**Award of Merit / Winners Bitch / 1st Open Bitch**

**HARVESTERS KATE OF SWAN MANOR**
HM492258/93. 10-26-93. Breeder: Victoria Leborn
By Ch. Rising Star Dmitriof Sunbarr - Ch. Harvesters Katya of Kishniga
Owners: Dr. Lionel Kranitz and Breeder

**BEST PUPPY FROM THE REGULAR CLASSES / 1st 6 months and under 9 Bitch**

**TIMBER RIDGE'S ZIPPORAH**
HM597802/95. 9-26-95. Breeder: Owner
By Ch. Zcerlov's Reactor - Anushaka Keturah
Owner: Patricia Hillyard

**BEST BRED BY EXHIBITOR IN REGULAR CLASSES / Reserve Winners Bitch / 1st Bred By Exhibitor Bitch**

**RISING STAR'S MERCEDES**
HM537557/94. 7-10-94. Breeder: Owner
By Ch. Igor de Nikolaiev - Ch. Rising Star Mariza Forvr Amber
Owner: Nadine Johnson

**Reserve Winners Dog / 1st Open Dog**

**MORGANDELL VANIR**
HM415896/92. 4-15-92. Breeder: Owner
By Virshina Moon Over Los Prados - Mistysea Annabelle
Owner: Cyndi Dell
KOSMINOV WILDWOOD MAGNUM OPUS. HM598578/01. 8-25-
AMBERWINDS FIRESONG OF RAMADI. HM597907/05. 9-29-
VERA'S KAME A FLYING TIGER. HM599698/05. 9-8-95. Breeder:
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JUNIOR SHOWMANSHIP

CH. HARVESTERS MIDNIGHT PHANTOM. HM3660&9/06. 8-8-91.

CH. ANDVELL DUEL OF TWIN ELMS. HM507867/03. 3-16-94.

CH. CASCARA'S RESTLESS HEART, SC. HM367398/02. 4-2-91

CH. V'INDRA'S CASIMIR STANISLAS. HM466195/02. 5-24-93

CH. WIND 'N SATIN BLACK LEGACY , CD, SC, LCM, CGC.

CH. KATUSHKA'S MAESTRO MOUSSECKI.

CH. KIFKA KREESTYA. HM417556/02. 3-20-92

CH. KENAI'S SANTA ANA WINDS. HD849291. 5-6-89

CH. NAYUPI'S SACRED STAR. HM307958/. 4-15-90.

CH. MORGANDELL VESHKA. HM415896/06. 4-15-92.

CH. MAJENKIR BASHA O'SQUIRREL HILL. HM412921/03. 5-26-94

CH. ELLEN'S FLIGHT OF THE FALCON. HD845221. 4-15-90.

JUNIOR SHOWMANSHIP CONFORMATION

BEST OF BREED COMPETITION

Abramson (Dog)

American Pie. Owner: Dr. Lionel Kranitz (Dog)


91. Breeders. Owner: and Jean Dennis. By Tyme Day By Day - Ch. Elista's Blue Jean Dancer Owner: Sandra Holley (Dog)


Breeder: Karen Staudt-Cartabona By Ch Majenkir Signatuur - Majenkir Offkey. Owner: Beverly C. Taylor (Dog)

Owner: By Ch Knapovich Diavolo of Jem. Owners: Tom and Laurie Kasowski and Barbara Binder (Bitch)

Owner: By Ch. Kostenov Aleksey of Wildwood, CD - Kostenov Jezabel of Wildwood, CD Owners: Laura Rogers, Breeder and Roger Kibbee (Bitch)

CH. ELLEN'S MAJENKIR AMAZIN GRACE. HM359257/03. 6-24-91

CH. TAZEV'S ZENA. HM430696/01. 9-6-92

CH. KATAKIND'S TASHA MAHADI. Owners: Bruna Henry and Jeanne Abramson. By Ch Elista's Blue Jean Dancer Owner: Sandra Holley (Dog)

Ch. Majenkir Arcticus - Ch Majenkir Jennifer. Owners: Tom and Laurie Kasowski and Barbara Skinner (Bitch)

By Ch. Kyrov's Crescendo - Ch. Chataqua's Tasha Mahadi. Owner.


By Ch. Lensky's Las Vegas. Owners: Tom and Laurie Kasowski and Barbara Skinner (Bitch)

By Ch. Kostenov Aleksey of Wildwood, CD - Kostenov Jezabel of Wildwood, CD Owners: Breeder and Wyatt and Nicholas Delfino

By Ch. Kyrov's Crescendo - Justyl's Dances With Wolves. Owners:


By Ch. Kyrov's Crescendo - Ch. Chataqua's Tasha Mahadi. Owner.


By Ch. Kostenov Aleksey of Wildwood, CD - Kostenov Jezabel of Wildwood, CD Owners: Breeder and Wyatt and Nicholas Delfino

By Ch. Kyrov's Crescendo - Ch. Chataqua's Tasha Mahadi. Owner.


By Ch. Kostenov Aleksey of Wildwood, CD - Kostenov Jezabel of Wildwood, CD Owners: Breeder and Wyatt and Nicholas Delfino

By Ch. Kyrov's Crescendo - Ch. Chataqua's Tasha Mahadi. Owner.

### 1996 BCOATriathlon Scores

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Breeder</th>
<th>Obedience Score</th>
<th>Conformation Score</th>
<th>Total Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AMBER SCOTT. #810620003. CH. ARUZIA'S FREQUENT FLYER. HM499945/01. 11-17-93. Breeders: Owners. By Ch. Sky Run's Along For The Ride - Phaedras Sri Lanka Pearl. Owners: John and Lorrie Scott</td>
<td>71.25</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>74.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LESLEY CLIFFORD. #801023002. BUCKSILVER'S SEIZE THE WIND. HM398402/02. 2-13-92. Breeders: Ken and Virginia Graff. By Ch. Bucksilver's Troubadour - Bucksilver's Iron Lady. Owners: Mike and Robin Clifford</td>
<td>75.5</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>78.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALICIA ROSE THOMAS. #790722002. MOROZOV A MISTER BROADWAY. HM511461/05. 3-26-94. Breeders: Janet Adams and Jerry Ball. By Ch. Morozova's Stillwater Massai - Ch. Selman Laishka Morozova, CDX. Owners: Alicia Thomas and Janet Adams</td>
<td>81.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>84.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SARA M. SAUCERMAN. #800713001. CH. AURORAL'S TITANIUM AT SEABURY. HM748483. 4-2-89. Breeders: Jon T. Steele. By Seabury's Silver Streak - Ch. Bokhara Wind Falcon. Owners: Carolyn Rennie and Margaret Saucerman</td>
<td>70.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>73.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEGHANN DORAIS LORD. #810208001. CH. OLIAS CHANDON, CGC. HM455335/01. 2-27-90. Breeders: Mrs. Joan Mabey. By Eng. Ch. Vronsky Zapata - Olias Ivory Queen. Owners: Barbara Tyler Lord and Frederick Lord, DVM</td>
<td>73.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>76.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Best in Triathlon

**CH. AMBERWINDS FIRE IN THE DARK, JC**

HM453962/01. 3-4-93. Breeders: Owners, and Sandra Holley

By Ch. Zephyr's Reach Magic Mirth - Ch. Shady Luck's Cascade Blues

Owner: Susan Mallonie (Dog)
NOVICE CLASS B  
90  WIND 'N SATIN SUN DANCER. HM413379/03. 6-25-92. Breeder: Mary Childs. By Ch. Wind ’n Satin Celestial Kristall. Owner: Gwen Little


95  ONSHIRE’S AMBERLACE. HM38454/07. 3-19-93. Breeder: Judie Bronwasser. By Obskaya’s Farwo – V’Indra’s Midnight. Owner: Linda Harbertson and Breeders


125  SKY RUN CORDOVA STARFIRE. HM433220/01. 7-8-92. Breeder: Barbara Shiner. By Ch. Shady Luck’s Timber Wolf - Mishkova Crystal Ice. Owner: Margaret J. Jemison

135  KENAI’S OO-DE-LALLY. HM563430/01. 2-16-95. Breeder: M. Hoag, L. Goldsmith and J. Umeck. By Obskaya’s Kenia Portspsovaia - Obskaya’s India Portspsovaia. Owner: Linda Lundebjerg (Also in Conformation)


OPEN CLASS ‘B’  
120½  MOROZOV’S SCIMITAR. HM612732/03. 6-4-93. Breeder: Janet Adams and Jerry Ball. By Ch. Twin Elm’s Matry – Ch. Selman’s Leslitska Morozova, CDX. Owners: K.E. and G.A. Novotny

125  CH. MOROZOV’S SCIMITAR, CD. Owners: Breeder and Wyatt Delfino

OPEN CLASS ‘A’  


UTILITY CLASS ‘B’  

Highest Scoring Borzoi in Regular Classes / 1st Novice Class B - 191
SHEFARO BORLLIES’ ALLEGRA

Highest Scoring Borzoi in Open & Utility Combined / 1st Utility Class A - 190.5
SWEETBRIAR’S STERLING GAZELLE, CDX
Best In Puppy Sweepstakes / 1st 9-12 Months Dog

KYROV'S VIRTUOSITY CHATAQUA

By Ch. Chataqua's Desert Phoenix of Kyrov - Rising Stars Ivana

Owner: Amy L. Sorbie, Sara Whittington and Wayne Rowe

Best Opposite In Puppy Sweepstakes / 1st 15-18 Months Bitch

MAJENKIR TSUNSHINE AT BOOKSTOR

By Ch. Majenkir Nabucco At Agridor - Ch Majenkir Tzidera

Owners: Dr. Howard and Karen Spey

SWEEPSTAKES DOGS, 6 MONTHS AND UNDER 9

1. WIND 'N SATIN MYSTIC COLORS. Owner: Mary Childs
2. VERA'S KAME THE SILVER LEGACY. Owner: Jean E. Brauner
3. TIMBER RIDGE'S JONATHAN. Owner: Patricia Hillyard
4. VERA'S KAME TO RUE THE DAY. Owner: Jean E. Brauner

SWEEPSTAKES DOGS, 9 MONTHS AND UNDER 12

1. KYROV'S VIRTUOSITY CHATAQUA. Owners: Amy L. Sorbie, Sara Whittington and Wayne Rowe
2. AGROIDOR VIEWGA RAPHAEL. Owner: Colette M. Smith

SWEEPSTAKES DOGS, 12 MONTHS AND UNDER 15

1. ARUZIA SEATTLE BLEW. Owners: John and Lorrie Scott
2. KENAI'S WISH UPON A STAR. Owner: Jackie Browning
3. KLASYX CHULISTA IRISH LULLABY. Owners: A. Stout and L. Cooper
4. KENAI'S IN THE CIRCLE OF LIFE. Owners: John and Michelle Luckey-Rowton

SWEEPSTAKES DOGS, 6 MONTHS AND UNDER 9

1. WIND 'N SATIN MYSTIC COLORS. Owner: Mary Childs
2. VERA'S KAME THE SILVER LEGACY. Owner: Jean E. Brauner
3. TIMBER RIDGE'S JONATHAN. Owner: Patricia Hillyard
4. VERA'S KAME TO RUE THE DAY. Owner: Jean E. Brauner

SWEEPSTAKES DOGS, 9 MONTHS AND UNDER 12

1. KYROV'S VIRTUOSITY CHATAQUA. Owners: Amy L. Sorbie, Sara Whittington and Wayne Rowe
2. AGRIDOR VIEWGA RAPHAEL. Owner: Colette M. Smith

SWEEPSTAKES DOGS, 12 MONTHS AND UNDER 15

1. ARUZIA SEATTLE BLEW. Owners: John and Lorrie Scott
2. KENAI'S WISH UPON A STAR. Owner: Jackie Browning
3. KLASYX CHULISTA IRISH LULLABY. Owners: A. Stout and L. Cooper
4. KENAI'S IN THE CIRCLE OF LIFE. Owners: John and Michelle Luckey-Rowton
PUPPY SWEEPS

Sweepstakes Dogs, 15 Months and Under 18

1. V'INDRA'S IREK. Owner: Breeder and Eva Urdiales
2. VIRSHINA RENAISSANCE DIAMOND. Owners: Todd and Toby Brandtman
3. TRUHAVENS OBERON OF BONEEN. Owners: Dottie and Jim Trineck
4. AB MYSTIC WHEN THE NIGHT COMES. Owner: Cliff Thrasher

Sweepstakes Dogs, 9 Months and Under 18

1. ASASTURA'S BLESSED. Owners: Carvey Graves and Sue Hickman
2. KAJAJI'S WINTER BOUQUET. Owner: Maren Travers
3. MOROZHOV'S KEEPER OF THE HEART. Owners: Holly Evans and Jerry Moore
4. ELLEN'S MAJENKIR DOTTED DOT. Owners: Ellen M. Hall

Sweepstakes Dogs, 6 Months and Under 12

1. TIMBER RIDGE'S ZIPPORAH. Owner: Patricia Hillyard
2. SYLVAN CHALCEDONY. Owners: Christopher and Patti Neale
3. TIMBER RIDGE'S ARI OF KENAI. Owners: Michelle and John Rowton and Breeder
4. KOSTENOV'S ARIANNA OF WILDWOOD. Owner: Wendy Merendini

Sweepstakes Bitches, 9 Months and Under 9

1. ASTARA'S BLESSED. Owners: Carvey Graves and Sue Hickman
2. KAJAJI'S WINTER BOUQUET. Owner: Maren Travers
3. MOROZHOV'S KEEPER OF THE HEART. Owners: Holly Evans and Jerry Moore
4. ELLEN'S MAJENKIR DOTTED DOT. Owners: Ellen M. Hall

Sweepstakes Bitches, 6 Months and Under 6

1. TIMBER RIDGE'S ZIPPORAH. Owner: Patricia Hillyard
2. SYLVAN CHALCEDONY. Owners: Christopher and Patti Neale
3. TIMBER RIDGE'S ARI OF KENAI. Owners: Michelle and John Rowton and Breeder
4. KOSTENOV'S ARIANNA OF WILDWOOD. Owner: Wendy Merendini

Sweepstakes Bitches, 3 Months and Under 3

1. V'INDRA'S IREK. Owner: Breeder and Eva Urdiales
2. VIRSHINA RENAISSANCE DIAMOND. Owners: Todd and Toby Brandtman
3. TRUHAVENS OBERON OF BONEEN. Owners: Dottie and Jim Trineck
4. AB MYSTIC WHEN THE NIGHT COMES. Owner: Cliff Thrasher

Sweepstakes Bitches, 18 Months and Under 21

1. ASPENGOLO GABRIELLE ROYALE. Owner: Susan Marcyan
2. KENAI'S ONCE UPON A DREAM. Owners: John and Michelle Luckey-Rowton
3. AUBURN AUNIKA ROSE ROYALE. Owner: Susan Marcyan
4. LARA'S SECRET GARDEN GUARDIAN ANGEL. Owners: Joseph Lara and Mary Moran

Sweepstakes Bitches, 15 Months and Under 18

1. MAJENKIR TZELENA. Owner: Karen Staadt-Cartabona
2. KRYROV-KATUSHKA IOLANTHE. Owners: Susan Van de Water and Amy Sorbie
3. KIROV'S INFINITY. Owner: Sue Armstrong
4. KATUSHKA'S THEDA BARA. Owner: Joyce E. Law

Sweepstakes Bitches, 12 Months and Under 15

1. ASPENGOLO GABRIELLE ROYALE. Owner: Susan Marcyan
2. KENAI'S ONCE UPON A DREAM. Owners: John and Michelle Luckey-Rowton
3. AUBURN AUNIKA ROSE ROYALE. Owner: Susan Marcyan
4. LARA'S SECRET GARDEN GUARDIAN ANGEL. Owners: Joseph Lara and Mary Moran

Sweepstakes Bitches, 9 Months and Under 9

1. TIMBER RIDGE'S ZIPPORAH. Owner: Patricia Hillyard
2. SYLVAN CHALCEDONY. Owners: Christopher and Patti Neale
3. TIMBER RIDGE'S ARI OF KENAI. Owners: Michelle and John Rowton and Breeder
4. KOSTENOV'S ARIANNA OF WILDWOOD. Owner: Wendy Merendini

Sweepstakes Bitches, 6 Months and Under 6

1. TIMBER RIDGE'S ZIPPORAH. Owner: Patricia Hillyard
2. SYLVAN CHALCEDONY. Owners: Christopher and Patti Neale
3. TIMBER RIDGE'S ARI OF KENAI. Owners: Michelle and John Rowton and Breeder
4. KOSTENOV'S ARIANNA OF WILDWOOD. Owner: Wendy Merendini

Sweepstakes Bitches, 3 Months and Under 3

1. V'INDRA'S IREK. Owner: Breeder and Eva Urdiales
2. VIRSHINA RENAISSANCE DIAMOND. Owners: Todd and Toby Brandtman
3. TRUHAVENS OBERON OF BONEEN. Owners: Dottie and Jim Trineck
4. AB MYSTIC WHEN THE NIGHT COMES. Owner: Cliff Thrasher

Sweepstakes Bitches, 18 Months and Under 21

1. ASPENGOLO GABRIELLE ROYALE. Owner: Susan Marcyan
2. KENAI'S ONCE UPON A DREAM. Owners: John and Michelle Luckey-Rowton
3. AUBURN AUNIKA ROSE ROYALE. Owner: Susan Marcyan
4. LARA'S SECRET GARDEN GUARDIAN ANGEL. Owners: Joseph Lara and Mary Moran

Sweepstakes Bitches, 15 Months and Under 18

1. MAJENKIR TZELENA. Owner: Karen Staadt-Cartabona
2. KRYROV-KATUSHKA IOLANTHE. Owners: Susan Van de Water and Amy Sorbie
3. KIROV'S INFINITY. Owner: Sue Armstrong
4. KATUSHKA'S THEDA BARA. Owner: Joyce E. Law

Sweepstakes Bitches, 12 Months and Under 15

1. ASPENGOLO GABRIELLE ROYALE. Owner: Susan Marcyan
2. KENAI'S ONCE UPON A DREAM. Owners: John and Michelle Luckey-Rowton
3. AUBURN AUNIKA ROSE ROYALE. Owner: Susan Marcyan
4. LARA'S SECRET GARDEN GUARDIAN ANGEL. Owners: Joseph Lara and Mary Moran

Sweepstakes Bitches, 9 Months and Under 9

1. TIMBER RIDGE'S ZIPPORAH. Owner: Patricia Hillyard
2. SYLVAN CHALCEDONY. Owners: Christopher and Patti Neale
3. TIMBER RIDGE'S ARI OF KENAI. Owners: Michelle and John Rowton and Breeder
4. KOSTENOV'S ARIANNA OF WILDWOOD. Owner: Wendy Merendini

Sweepstakes Bitches, 6 Months and Under 6

1. TIMBER RIDGE'S ZIPPORAH. Owner: Patricia Hillyard
2. SYLVAN CHALCEDONY. Owners: Christopher and Patti Neale
3. TIMBER RIDGE'S ARI OF KENAI. Owners: Michelle and John Rowton and Breeder
4. KOSTENOV'S ARIANNA OF WILDWOOD. Owner: Wendy Merendini

Sweepstakes Bitches, 3 Months and Under 3

1. V'INDRA'S IREK. Owner: Breeder and Eva Urdiales
2. VIRSHINA RENAISSANCE DIAMOND. Owners: Todd and Toby Brandtman
3. TRUHAVENS OBERON OF BONEEN. Owners: Dottie and Jim Trineck
4. AB MYSTIC WHEN THE NIGHT COMES. Owner: Cliff Thrasher

Sweepstakes Bitches, 18 Months and Under 21

1. ASPENGOLO GABRIELLE ROYALE. Owner: Susan Marcyan
2. KENAI'S ONCE UPON A DREAM. Owners: John and Michelle Luckey-Rowton
3. AUBURN AUNIKA ROSE ROYALE. Owner: Susan Marcyan
4. LARA'S SECRET GARDEN GUARDIAN ANGEL. Owners: Joseph Lara and Mary Moran

Sweepstakes Bitches, 15 Months and Under 18

1. MAJENKIR TZELENA. Owner: Karen Staadt-Cartabona
2. KRYROV-KATUSHKA IOLANTHE. Owners: Susan Van de Water and Amy Sorbie
3. KIROV'S INFINITY. Owner: Sue Armstrong
4. KATUSHKA'S THEDA BARA. Owner: Joyce E. Law

Sweepstakes Bitches, 12 Months and Under 15

1. ASPENGOLO GABRIELLE ROYALE. Owner: Susan Marcyan
2. KENAI'S ONCE UPON A DREAM. Owners: John and Michelle Luckey-Rowton
3. AUBURN AUNIKA ROSE ROYALE. Owner: Susan Marcyan
4. LARA'S SECRET GARDEN GUARDIAN ANGEL. Owners: Joseph Lara and Mary Moran
First I would like to say a big thank you to all of those exhibitors who showed me their puppies. There were several things that impressed me about the entry. First of all, the exhibitors seemed concerned about their dogs. Most of you talked to your dogs and tried to put them at ease, especially during the individual exam. Not one puppy shied or even pulled away, which showed good temperament and a good rapport with their handlers. I firmly believe that puppies should have fun and a good experience in the ring and I was impressed with the exhibitors in this regard.

A second thing that I loved was the clean well-presented entries. I only had a very few who hadn’t been bathed. It was fun to smell all the clean puppies. I think that the heads were very nice and I loved seeing so many small, properly-set ears. Puppies will be puppies and I found that their movement varied from moment to moment. I wished they had moved as well for me as they did the next day for Gwen. It really is a shame that only one puppy can win first place in each class, as so many were deserving.

I also want to congratulate all of the exhibitors on their sportsmanship. Everyone seemed gracious about their wins and losses. At least around me they did.

I had a wonderful time and I loved every minute of the experience. Thanks again for giving me the opportunity!

PUPPY SWEEPS

6-9 Puppy Dogs

1 Wind ’N Salt Mystic Colors, owner Mary Childs. This youngster was lovely. He had a wonderful expression and his sidegait was strong with lovely upper arm extension. What won the class for him was his strong and clean down and back.

2 Vera’s Kame The Silver Legacy, owner Jean Brauner. This striking male has such a reaching sidegait that he was easy in the ribbons.

3 Vera’s Kame A Flying Tiger, owner Jean Brauner. This male looked so much like the 2nd place male that it was hard to choose between them. The second place dog seemed to move a bit more smoothly.

4 Timber Ridge’s Jonathan, owner Patricia Hilliard. This young male also moved wonderfully from the side. He shows a lot of promise.

9-12 Puppy Dogs

1 Kyro’s Virtuosity Chattaqua, owner Amy Sorbie. Sara Whittington and Wayne Rowe. This puppy was out of a lot of very nice puppies. He had a lovely head and body. He moved exceptionally well from the side and down and back. He carried himself with presence and a happiness that were hard to miss.

2 Agridor Viewg Raphael, owner Collete Smith. This puppy was also very nice. He did everything right too but didn’t move quite as consistently as the puppy that beat him.

3 Kajai’s Zoe, owner Dr. Marvin and Marsha Pace. A lovely puppy, this male was just not quite as together as the ones who beat him but he had a look to him that was hard to miss.

4 Attaway Shooting Star Crescent, owner Melissa Pearce and Susan Blanchard. This young man was also very nice. He had lovely movement.

12-15 Puppy Dogs

1 Aruzia Seattle Blew, owner John and Lorrie Scoville. This youngster was another really nice mover who was remarkably together for his age. He had good sidegait and a clean down and back. He had that presence that you usually see in adults.

2 Kajai’s Wish Upon A Star, owner Jackie Browning. A very nice promising puppy who moved well and who gave my first place a run for his money.

3 Klay’s Chitalia Irish Lalathey, owner A Stout and L. Cooper. Once again a nice male with good reach. He had a lovely body.

4 Kajai’s In The Circle of Life, owner John and Michelle Lackey-Rowton. This was another wonderful youngster. He had everything the others had but he wasn’t moving quite as smoothly as the others.

15-18 Puppy Dogs

1 Inda’s Jek, owner Cherylle Hender and Eva Erdulacs. This entry was an elegant and very striking adolescent. His head and expression were classic and he was more together than the others.

2 Virshina Renaissance Diamond, owner Todd and Toby Brandman. Another nice male who was typical of the age. He had a bit more leg than he was used to.

3 Truhaven Oborin of Boneen, owner Jeff and Jim Trulock. Another leggy young male who will be interesting to see when he’s older.

6-9 Puppy Bitches

1 Timber Ridge’s Jiziporat, owner Patricia Hilliard. This young lady was delightful. She showed so much promise. She had a lovely head and body and moved well with good reach and clean down and back. She showed as if she’d been doing it forever. She was a true “Here I Am” girl.

2 Sylvan Chalcedony, owner Christopher and Patty Neal. This girl gave my winner a run for her money. She too showed a lot of promise. Her movement was good and she was very together for one so young.

3 Timber Ridge’s Abi of Kajai, owner Michelle and John Rowton and Patricia Hilliard. This youngster was another nice puppy. She had a lovely head and expression but she wasn’t moving quite as smoothly as the others.

4 Lena’s Secret Garden Guardian Angel, owner Joseph Lara and Mary Moran. This girl had a lovely profile and nice movement. She was nice but not quite as together as the ones who beat her.

12-15 Puppy Bitches

1 Astara’s Blessed, owner Carvey Graves and Sue Hickman. This puppy was a lovely girl with a pretty face to match her movement. Her down and back were clean and she had a nice sidegait with a nice upper arm.

2 Kajai’s Winter Bouquet, owner Maren Travers. This young lady was balanced and nice moving with a good profile.

3 Morozova’s Keeper of the Heart, owner Holly Evans and Jerry Moore. Another lovely young lady. She was pushing those in front.

4 Ellen’s Majenkir Dot-to-Dot, owner John and Monique Craig and Ellen M. Hall. This girl was also very balanced with a nice sidegait.

15-18 Puppy Bitches

1 Majenkir Tsunshine at Boitstor, owner Dr. Howard and Karen Spy. The young lady had it all. She was elegant, sound-moving and had a wonderful profile. She out-drove the rest of the class.

2 Majenkir Tzelena, owner Karen Staudt-Cutshaw. This bitch pushed the winner all the way. She moved well on the down and back and had a very nice sidegait. Her expression was lovely.

3 Kyro’s Kamishika Iolanthe, owner Susan Van de Water. This young lady was quite an eye-catcher. She had a lovely head and very nice movement. At the end, she let up just a bit.

4 Kirova’s Infinity, owner Sue Armstrong. What a nice girl this was. She was pretty, sound and gave the others a run for their money.

Best In Puppy Sweepstakes went to Kyro’s Virtuosity Chattaqua. This young man was exceptional. The more be moved, the better he got. He has that certain something that all of us breeders hope for—soundness, elegance, and attitude.
VETERAN SWEEPSTAKES DOGS, 7 YEARS AND UNDER 8

1. CH. WINDKIST SOMERSET CHANCE. Owner: Jacqueline Gregory.

VETERAN SWEEPSTAKES DOGS, 9 YEARS AND UNDER 10

1. CH. ASTARA’S ORIGINALLY YOURS, FCH. Owners: Carvey Graves and Sue Hickman.

CH. WINDKIST SOMERSET CHANCE. Owner: Jacqueline Gregory. This elegant male was so eye-catching and sound that he couldn’t be denied.

VETERAN SWEEPSTAKES BITCHES, 7 YEARS AND UNDER 8

1. CH. SHADY LUCK’S ONE N ONLY RAJAI. Owner: Sandra Holley.

VETERAN SWEEPSTAKES BITCHES, 9 YEARS AND UNDER 10

1. CH. ZCERLOV’S REVELLE. Owner: Barbara H. Todd.

VETERAN SWEEPSTAKES BITCHES, 10 YEARS AND OLDER

1. CH. SHEFARO PRIMA VERA TESSA. Owner: Sherry Faye Rodarmor-Appell.

VETERAN SWEEPSTAKES DOGS, 8 YEARS AND UNDER 9


VETERAN SWEEPSTAKES BITCHES, 8 YEARS AND UNDER 9

1. CH. AURORA’S TITANIUM AT SEABURY. Owner: Kellie Lewis and Lone Nielsen.

VETERAN SWEEPSTAKES BITCHES, 9 YEARS AND UNDER 10

1. CH. ASTARA’S DOUBLE FANTASY, FCH. Owner: Carvey Graves and Sue Hickman.

VETERAN SWEEPSTAKES BITCHES, 10 YEARS AND OLDER

1. CH. ZEPHYR’S REACH KIRALA SNOWDON, CD, COC. Owner: Nancy Levine.

VETERAN SWEEPSTAKES DOGS, 10 YEARS AND OLDER

1. CH. ASTARA’S ORIGINALLY YOURS, FCH. Owners: Carvey Graves and Sue Hickman.

VETERAN SWEEPSTAKES DOGS, 11 YEARS AND OLDER

1. CH. AURORA’S TITANIUM AT SEABURY. Owner: Kellie Lewis and Lone Nielsen.

VETERAN SWEEPSTAKES BITCHES, 11 YEARS AND OLDER

1. CH. ZEPHYR’S REACH KIRALA SNOWDON, CD, COC. Owner: Nancy Levine.

Best Opposite Sex to Best in Sweepstakes went to Majakjar Trunkshow at Bookstock. Another exceptional youngster, this bitch out-moved the other girls with a presence and attitude that made it hard to decide on the best puppy. This girl was one that any owner and breeder would be proud of.

VETERAN SWEEPSTAKES

This event was such an emotional one. I had more trouble choosing just one veteran among all those in each class than I could have imagined. Each entry was so special to the owners and it was such an honor to be able to see them and go over them. The oldest entry was almost 12 years young and having to pick just one for Best in Sweepstakes was truly a monumental task. Thank you exhibitors for giving me such a lovely group of Senior Citizens.

VETERAN SWEEPSTAKES

Best in Sweepstakes continued from page 30

Veteran Dogs 7-8 Years

1. CH. WINDKIST SOMERSET CHANCE, owner Jacqueline Gregory. This veteran was one of the younger group. He was elegant and had a wonderful head. He was in excellent condition and coat and had lovely reach and drive. He was well balanced and had a wonderful stack.

Veteran Dogs 8-9 Years

1. CH. SHADY LUCK’S ONE N Only Rajai, owner Sandra Holley. This male had lovely sidegait and clean down and back. He had a certain look to him that I found hard to overlook. He was still very sound for his age.
BEST IN FUTURITY / 1st 15 months & under 18 months Bitch

MAJENKIA TZELENA
HM557215001/12-10-94. Breeder. Owner By Ch. Majenkir Nabucco At Agridor - Ch. Majenkir Tzleena
Owner: Karen Staudt-Cartabona

BEST OF OPPOSITE SEX IN FUTURITY / 1st 12 months & under 15 months Dog

AURAZIN SEATTLE BLEW
Owners: Laurie and John Scott
FUTURITY JUNIOR BITCHES - 6 MONTHS & UNDER 7 MONTHS & BEST JUNIOR BITCH


FUTURITY JUNIOR BITCHES - 9 MONTHS & UNDER 12 MONTHS


FUTURITY JUNIOR BITCHES - 12 MONTHS & UNDER 15 MONTHS

1. RUSALKA’S DAWN SPRING BREEZE. HM559225/01. 3-10-95. Breeder. Owner. By Ch. Regina’s Tahoe Barbera Drew, FCh. - Rusalka.

2. RUSALKA’S DAWN SPRING BREEZE. HM559225/01. 3-10-95. Breeder. Owner. By Ch. Regina’s Tahoe Barbera Drew, FCh. - Rusalka.

3. RUSALKA’S DAWN SPRING BREEZE. HM559225/01. 3-10-95. Breeder. Owner. By Ch. Regina’s Tahoe Barbera Drew, FCh. - Rusalka.
Moondream Aria, JC. Owner: Jennifer Beach-Buda

1 AUBURN’S ANIKA ROSE ROYALE. HM572167/0. 4-3-95. Breeders: Bill Hemby and Cyndi Dell. By Regius Beyond Breathless - Virshina Rosie of Morgandell. Owners: Susan Marcyan


AB MAJENKIR MIRABELLA. HM569105/03. 3-27-95. Breeders: Virginia E. Jones and Owner. By Ch. Majenkir Bogatyry of Venice S. - Majenkir Bellefleur. Owner: Karen Staudt-Cartabona


AB MORGANDELL AUBURN WHITNEY. HM572167/01. 4-3-95. Breeders: Bill Hemby and Cyndi Dell. By Regius Beyond Breathless - Virshina Rosie of Morgandell. Owners: Lynn and Stephanie Strauss

FUTURITY SENIOR BITCHES - 15 MONTHS & UNDER 18 MONTHS & BEST SENIOR BITCH


2 VERNOR VIEW TRAVIS. HM449102/06. 11-8-92. Breeders: Bill and Mary Jane Sillers. By Ch. Seabury’s Chrisma - Vernor View Soverign. Owners: Jean E. Brauner and Phyllis B. Brettell

FUTURITY STUD DOG CLASS


2 VERNOR VIEW TRAVIS. HM449102/06. 11-8-92. Breeders: Bill and Mary Jane Sillers. By Ch. Seabury’s Chrisma - Vernor View Soverign. Owners: Jean E. Brauner and Phyllis B. Brettell

FUTURITY BROOD BITCH CLASS:

